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One in Four Report  
Major Financial Stress 

 
There’s a stress gap in America, and financial insecurity’s fueling it. 
 
Women – especially single women – are significantly less likely than men to describe 
themselves as financially secure. So are Democrats compared with Republicans, and in 
an especially big gap, less-educated vs. better-educated Americans.  
 
And stress follows.  
 
Overall, almost two-thirds of adults in the latest ABC News/Washington Post poll report 
at least some stress caused by their financial situation; especially troublesome is “major” 
stress, reported by one in four adults. That’s a lot of big-time stress – and naturally, it 
peaks among those who lack financial security.  
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----------- Financial stress? ---------------------- Financially secure? -----------

 
 
Even with difficult economic conditions – $4 gas, falling home prices and now the 
prospect of bank failures – the world’s not ending: Sixty-three percent of Americans say 
they’re at least somewhat secure financially. But far fewer are “very” secure, 21 percent. 
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If being very secure financially is an important element of the American dream, a lot of 
people are losing sleep. 
 
These measures do not capture all elements of consumer sentiment. ABC’s Consumer 
Comfort Index, which hit a 22-year low in May, includes a rating of personal well-being, 
but also views of the national economy and the buying climate, which are markedly more 
negative.  
 
WHO HURTS – Financial security ranges widely: Seventy-eight percent of college 
graduates rate themselves as financially secure, compared with just 51 percent of people 
who haven’t gone beyond high school. And while three-quarters of married men say 
they’re financially secure, that plummets to just half of unmarried women. 
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Where security is lacking, stress rises. One in three unmarried women report major stress 
as a result of their financial situation, compared with one in seven married men. Major 
stress is twice as prevalent among Democrats vs. Republicans, twice as high among less-
educated Americans vs. college graduates and 14 points higher among blacks than 
whites. 
 
All these relate to the big factor, income. Among people with household incomes over 
$100,000, 78 percent say they’re at least somewhat secure financially, and just 9 percent 
report major financial stress. The numbers are similar in $50,000-$100,000 households. 
But among the nearly half of Americans with incomes under $50,000, just 48 percent are 
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even somewhat secure financially, 77 percent report at least some financial stress, and 37 
percent – nearly four in 10 – say money’s a major cause of stress in their lives. 
 
These results echo earlier ABC/Post findings on the level of hardship caused by soaring 
gasoline prices. Last month three-quarters of Americans reported financial hardship 
because of the price of gas, and 51 percent called it serious hardship – spiking, again, 
among women, especially unmarried women; blacks; and among less well-off and less-
educated adults. 
 
                      Finances secure?     Level of financial stress 
                    Very   Very/somewhat      Major    Major/minor 
    All              21%       63%             23%        65% 
 
    Men              25        69              18         61 
       Married       32        75              15         61 
       Unmarried     16        60              23         62 
 
    Women            16        57              29         70 
       Married       17        65              24         69 
       Unmarried     16        50              33         69 
 
    Democrats        14        58              30         72 
    Independents     20        63              21         66 
    Republicans      32        74              16         56 
 
    Blacks           17        58              35         67 
    Whites           20        64              21         65 
 
    <=High School    15        51              30         70 
    Some college     21        67              21         65 
    College grads    25        75              15         62 
    Postgrads        35        83              16         54 
 
    <$50K            15        48              37         77 
    $50-100K         20        71              13         63 
    >$100K           33        78               9         50 
 
 
METHODOLOGY - This ABC News/Washington Post poll was conducted by telephone 
July 10-13, 2008, among a random national sample of 1,119 adults, including an 
oversample of African Americans (weighted to their correct share of the national 
population), for a total of 209 black respondents. The results from the full survey have a 
3-point error margin. Sampling, data collection and tabulation by TNS of Horsham, PA. 
 
Analysis by Gary Langer.  
 
ABC News polls can be found at ABCNEWS.com at http://abcnews.com/pollingunit  
 
Media contact: Cathie Levine, (212) 456-4934. 
 
Full results follow (*= less than 0.5 percent). 
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1-28 previously released or held for release. 
 
29. All in all, how financially secure do you feel – (very secure, somewhat 
secure, somewhat insecure, or very insecure)?  
 
          ------ Secure -------   ----- Insecure ------     No 
          NET   Very   Somewhat   NET   Somewhat   Very   opinion 
7/13/08   63     21       42      36       21       15       1 
 
 
30. Is your financial situation a major cause of stress in your life, a minor 
cause, or not a cause of stress in your life? 
 
           Major   Minor   Not a cause   No opinion 
7/13/08     23      42         34             1 
10/29/97    23      41         35             * 
 
31-32 held for release. 
 
***END*** 


